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R Duality relations given in terms of natural isomorphisms Torn-j (D, -) 7 Ext$ -- ) 
are shown to be related with a straightforward generalization of the operation of taking 
the dual HomR(p, R) of a finitely generated projective module I? The obtained results 
allow to characterize duality groups (in the sense of Bieri-Eckmann) and inverse duality 
groups in a perspicuous way, and to generalize two main result of Matlis [ 13 1. 
0. Introduction 
Let R denote an associative ring with an identity element. Any finitely generated 
projective left-R module P is related to a projective right-R module P” via the pro- 
cess of taking the dual HomR (P, R) of R This process gives rise to a con travariant 
functor from finitely generated, projective left-R-modules to finitely generated, 
projective right-Rmodules, and it is bijective on both (the isomorphism classes of) 
objects and mor phisms. 
0.1. The process can be extended to exact sequences of left-R-modules having the 
form 
(04 O+P,+P n-l +...-,P +P +A+0 1 0 
provided they meet the following axioms: 
AX1 : The modules Pn, .,., PO are finitely generated projective. 
AX2: The extension groups Ex&A, R) vanish for j # n. 
Given such a sequence, one can construct a “dual” sequence by deleting ?irst the 
:right end A and then applying HomR (-, R) to the truncated sequence. There results 
an exact sequence 
O+P; +P; ‘-)... -+P;_l +P,‘+Ext;(A, R)+O, 
made up of right-R-modules, which satisfies axioms analogous to AX1 and AX2. 
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0.2. In the sequel a sequence of the form (0.1) will be considered as an R-projective 
resolution of its right end A, and thl: right end solely will be of interest. This attitude 
suggests defining categories R CD n, one for each n, whose objects are left-R-modules 
which admit a resolution satisfying AX1 and AX2, and whose morphisms are the 
module homomorphisms between objects in R On. (Note that the projective dimen- 
sion pdRA of an object in R CD n is precisely n.) Right-R-modules having an analogous 
resolution likewise form a category, denoted by CD i. 
Every object A in R(n n has a companion A# in’D i, namely Ext;i(A, R), and 
every morphism q : A + B in R(D n is related to the morphism q# = Exti(q, I) : B# + 
*A#. This assignment (-)# turns out to be a contravariant functor that is bijective 
on both (the isomorphism classes of) objects and morphisms (see Theorem A). As a 
consequence the endomorphism rings EndR(A) and EndR(A#) must be ring-anti- 
isomorphic. 
0.3. The main goal of our article is to show how the objects in Ra * are related to 
(homological) duality relations. By such a relation we mean a family {r’)O<j<n of 
natural isomorphisms 
(W 7’ : Torf j(D, - -1% Extk(C, -) 
between functors from R 3t%a d to d b. Here n is a non-negative integer, D a right-& 
module and C a left-R-module. (The natural isomorphisms need not commute with 
the connecting homomorphisms.) 
we first describe how every object in Rg n gives rise to a canonical duality rela- 
tion. Recall that one has a canonical map 
for every pair A, M of left-R-modules. It takes the element 7 @m EA*@R M to the 
R-module homomorphism (a 4 r(a) l m) and is natural in A and M If A is an object 
in R (Dn, the map o induces natural isomorphisms 
0’ : Tort j(A#, -1 % Exti(A, -) - 
for every i(O <i < n). The family (oj) thus constitutes aduality relation with D = A# 
and C = A. In addition, the natural maps (ai) are compatible with the connecting 
homomorphisms and they deperd naturally on A. This last claim means that the 
natural transformations Ext$& 1) O CJ~ and uj O Tor,R_i(@, 1) coincide for every 
morphism q in RrDn and every j. (The above assertions make up the content of 
Theorem B.) 
If conversely, we are given a duality relation and wish to associate with it aqobject 
in, W, two problems arise. The East goes under the heading “finiteness properties”. 
An object in RQ n (or in Q i) is required to admit a resolution which is finitely gen- 
erated in each dimension, while nothing of this kind is assumed of the modules C 
and D appearing in a duality relation. This problem can be coped with by known 
homological finiteness criteria ([43, [7] or [ 141). The second problem stems from 
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the following difference: If A belongs to Rq n, then A and A# behave symmetrically. 
In particular, both Ext&A, RR) and ExtA(A#, RR) are trivial in dimensions i # n. 
But it is not obvious why modules C and D satisfying a duality relation (0.2) sholld 
have this symmetric behaviour. This difficulty can be overcome thanks to the positive 
solution of the first problem (and known results in homological algebra). 
0.4. The arguments sketched in the previous paragraph lead to a proof of our main 
result. 
Theorem C. Let n be a non-negative integer, Ca left-R-module and D a right-R-module. 
l%en the folio wing statements are equivalent : 
(i) The functors Tor f j (0, -) : ,%od + db and Ext&(C, -) : R%Cqd +db 
are naturally isomorphic for every j (0 < j < n). 
(ii) The module C belongs to R’b n and D is isomorphic with C# = Exti(C, R). 
(iii) The module D belongs to CD z and C is isomorphic with Ext$(D, R). 
0.5. The paper includes three applications of the general results about the categories 
RQ n and Qg. The first one deals with R-sequences. It is given in Section 2, and 
partly uses Theorem A (“The functor (-)# : RL? n + q;h is bijective on objects and 
morphisms”), partly illustrates it. In addition, the results established in Section 2 
pave the way for our proof of two main theorems in [ 131. 
Let R be a commutative ring. Then R 9 n = Q i and (-)” becomes an involutory 
endofunctor. An ordered sequence x1, . . . . x, of elements of R is termed an R-sequence 
if the homotheties Xj l of R/(Rxl + . . . + RXj_l) ?re injective for all i (1 <i < n), and 
if Rx, + . . . + Rx, is a proper ideal of R. We mention that for x1, . . . . x, an R-sequence 
and s = (sl, . . . . sn) an n-tuple of natural numbers (Z l), the sequence x:l, . . . . x:1 is also 
an R-sequence. The ideal generated by .~ir, . . . , xz will be denoted by x8. 
In Section 2 we establish the following facts (cf. [ 131, Theorem 1.7, Lemmata 
3.2 and 3.6): 
* Ifx 1, ,.., x, is an R-sequence and s an n-tuple, then R/S belongs to Rq n and 
(R/S)@ is isomorphic with R/x8. 
* If t is a second n-tuple with t <s (i.e. ti < Si for all i), then the canonical projec- 
tion 71 : R/x8 *R/x6 corresponds under (-)# to the map n# : R/.xt -+ R/xS in- 
duced by multiplica;ion by xil-‘l l . . . l xzvtn, and n* is injective. 
0.6. As a second application, duality groups, in the sense of [3], as well as inverse 
duality groups are characterized in terms of objects in &Z n. These characterizations 
allow, in particular, to compare duality and inverse duality groups. 
Let K be a commutative ring with an identity element. A group G is said to be a 
duality group of dimension (over K) if there exists a right-KG-module D and an 
element e in Torn &D, K) such that the cap product with e induces an isomorphism 
e n - : Ext$.&, M’) y, TorKG n j(K,D8KM - 
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for every left-KG-module M and every j (0 <j < n). Here an element g E G acts on 
DQ M by the rule g O (d B m) = dg-1 B gm. The announced characterization of dua- 
lity groups then reads: 
Theorem 4.4. A group G is a duality group of dimension n (over K) if, and only if, 
the G-trivial module K belongs to KGQn and if k’# is K-flat (as a K-module). 
The characterization f inverse duality group is similar (see Theorem 4.7). 
0.7. The third application will be given. in the final section. We shall exploit the fact 
that the canonical duality relations {ui ) associated with objects A in RcD n depend 
naturally on A. Hence a (covariant) functor 91 : 2 + R (D n produces adiagram of 
duality reIations, as indicated in the next picture 
. . . + Tor,R_ *(‘$I( j")#, _) TorW(i’4i”)#‘1) + Tor,R_ ,(aG’)#, -) + l me 
Ext('+&( j’-+j”), 1) 
l =* + Exti(%(j’?, -) l Ext;(%(j’), -) s ... l 
Since all the squares occurring in the diagram of duality relations commute, there is 
an induced isomorphism between the abelian groups 
limj{Torf ,(%( j)#, -)} and limi {ExtG(\Z(( j), -)} . - 
In the special case where 9 is the directed set w of all non-negative integers, acloser 
analysis leads to the following result. 
Ttrieorem E. Let n be a non-negative integer and 81: w + R CD n a @ovarian t) functor. 
If the colimit colim 21 of % in R mod. is non-zero, the following assertions hold: 
(i) The projective dimension of colim 91 is n or n + 1. 
(ii) Extk,(colim a, F) is trivial for every free module F and every integer k # n 
or n + 1. For k = n, the extension group Extl;((colim $8, F) is isomorphic with 
the inverse limit limj {a@# BR F ), while for k = n + 1 it is isomorphic with 
tin,/ {%( j)#@R F). 
(iii) If pd, colim 8( equals n, the left derived functors of 
lim(... +%(j + 1) #@R - R - + . . . 
l 
are naturally isomorphic with the connected sequence (Exti- *(colim % , -)}e 
0.8. Matlis’ computation ([ 131, p. 135, Theorem 5.7) of the derived functors of the 
Ladic completion *A is a consequence of statement (iii) in Theorem E. To see this, 
let R be commutative, x 1, . . . . X, be an R-sequence and let I denote the ideal gener- 
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ated by x1, . . . . xn. The I-adic completion functor ,A takes a module M to the inverse 
limit 
lim{ . ..A M/Ij”MG . ..A ‘ 
The facts listed in Subsection 0.5 together with (iii) of Theorem Eessentially show 
that the derived functors of ,A can be computed as Exti-*(L. -) Were L denotes 
the direct limit 
colim{R/(R.q t . . . t Rx,) - 
n# 
R/Rx; + . . . + Rx;) - . . . 1 
where the maps II# are all induced by multiplication by x1 l x2 l . . . * x,. 
A result similar to Theorem E is true for the torsion functors (see Theorem D). It 
implies the second main result of Maths paper ([ 131, p. 114, Theorem 3.7). 
0.9. Theorem E bears also on the cohomology ofcountably generated nilpotent 
groups (see [lo], 8 8.8). Let K be a commutative ring and let G be a countably gen- 
erated group which is the union of poly-cyclic groups that all have the same Hirsch 
number n. 
claim: The cohomology functors Ext@K, -) vanish on KG-free modules in all 
dimensions, except in the (n + l)? 
There are two ingredients in the proof of this assertion: a generalization f Theo- 
rem 4.4.1 in [2], and an exact sequence tobe discussed in Subsection 5.5. The details 
will be given elsewhere. 
If G has no K-torsion (e.g. if G is torsion-free) the above claim implies that the co- 
homological dimension ofG is precisely n + 1. This generalizes a well-known result 
of K.W. Gruenberg ([lo], p. 149, Theorem 55). 
We introduce the categories R’;D (and CbR), define the functors (-)* : R CLD + cbR 
(and (-)b: (b R + Q R ) and discuss their main features. 
1.1. Notation and terminology. Throughout this paper, R denotes an associative ring 
with an identity element, and all left (or right) R-modules are unital. The term 
“R-module” refers to a left-R-module. (Right-R-modules will be honoured by their 
full title.) The symbol j < w meansj is a non-negative integer; w denoting the first 
infinite ordinal. 
An R-projective resolution .. . + f” + . . . + P1 + PO + M of an R-module A4 is called 
finite& generated if all the projective modules Pi making up the resolution are fini- 
tely generated; if, in addition, the Pj are zero for large enough indices j, it is called 
finite. (In the sequel, the phrase “R-projective resolution” will usually be shortened 
to “resolution”.) 
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1.2. Definition of@. The category R(D is made up of subcategories RrD n, where 
n < w. An object in R (7, n is an R-module A of projective dimension precisely n ad- . 
mitting a finite resolution and having all its extension groups Ext&$ R) trivial, ex- 
cept of course the top dimensional ExtE(A, R). (If ExtE(A, R) were trivial there 
would exist, for some integer m > n, an exact sequence 
0 + HomR(Po, R) + Horn&, R) + . . . + HomR(P,, R) + 0 
of finitely generated projective right-R-modules. Hence it would even be split-exact, 
forcing A to be trivial and thus to be of projective dimension - 1, a contradiction.) 
A morphism in @ n is an ordinary module homomorphism v : A + l3 between ob- 
jects in R(D n. The category RcD is simply the union of the categories Ra n (n < o), 
i.e. its objects are modules A lying in some RcD n and its morphisms are maps 
v : A + B belonging to some RrD n. 
Notice &D has no morphisms between objects of different projective dimension. 
The merits of this convention will become clear in Subsection 1.6. 
1.3. There is also a category CD,, defined in the same fashion as $2) but consisting 
of right-R-modules. Stated more formally: if R”P denotes the ring opposite to R, 
then CD, is defined to be R0p9. 
1.4. Some properties ofRQ . Although the categories R CD and CD, should be thought 
of rather as frameworks than as proper objects of study, a few properties eem worth 
stating. We list them as lemmata (i) to (iv) but omit all save one of their proofs. 
(i) Lemma\. If for some n < o, two modules A’ and A” belong to #I $so does 
every extension A of A’ by A”. 
(ii) Lemma. If A belongs to Rg ‘, so does every proper direct summand A’ of A. 
1.5. The third lemma will be important in Section 2. It has been used implicitly in 
[5] (p. 466, Theorem 3.5). We give it together with a companion. 
(iii) Lemma. Let Q : A + B be a morphism in R Q n which is injective but not bi- 
jective. Then coker v admits a finite resolution. It belongs to #I M 1 if and only if 
Ext;i(q, f R) is injective, while it belongs to R cDn if and only if ExtE(q, 1R) is onto, 
or equivalently, if’ and only if the projective dimension of coker v is n. 
Roof. Since r) is injective the sequence 
(1 J) 0-+‘4”- B+cokerq+O 
is exact. So a finite resolution of coker q can be obtained by selecting finite resolu- 
tions P *A and Q + B, and applying the mapping cone construction (see, e.g., [I], 
pp. 30-32 and p. 34, Proposition 6.2). The long Ext-sequence associated with (1.1) 
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shows Extk(coker r), R) to be trivial for n #j If: n + 1, and yields the exact sequence 
0 + Extl;z(coker q, R) -+ Exti(B, R) Ext(tl, Extg(A, R) -+ Exti”(coker v, R) -+ 0. 
The assertions are now plain. (Notice that coker q is by assumption on-zero so that 
Exti(coker q, R) and Extn+l R (coker 77, R) cannot both be triviai.) 
(iv) Lemma. Let JQ : A -+ B be a morphism in R 9 * which is onto but not bijective. 
Then ker ?‘j admits a finite resolution. It belon‘fs to Rg n if and on& if Exti(q, lR) 
iS injectiVe, while it belongs to RQ “- 1 if and only if Exti(v, 1R) is onto, or equiva- 
lently, if the projective dimension of ker q is n - 1. 
1.6. Definition of (-)# - . RQ + (D,. Let n be a (fixed) non-negative integer. For an 
object A in R 9 n, define A# to be the right-R-module Extg(A, R). For a morphism 
v:A+Bdefine@:B# -+ A# to be the right-R-module homomorphism Extz(q, lR). 
we assert (-)# is a contravariant functor from R 9 to QR. More precisely : 
Theorem A. If q : A -+ B is a morphism in Rg ‘, then $ = Exti(q, 1R) is a morphism 
in q $. The aSSig?ment (--)” defines a contravariant functor from R 9 to g R which 
is bijective on both the isomorphism classes of objects and morphisms. Its inverse 
(-)b: ‘D, --, R CD is given on a morphism by the same formula as is (-)‘, but applied 
to the situation RC@ + QROP’ 
1.7. PrfJof. If M is any R-module, we denote its dual HomR(M, R) by&Z? The dual 
M” is a right-R-module via (y l r)(m) = r(m) l r (y E M*, r E R and m E M). 
Now let r) : A -+ B be a morphism in R q n. Choose P + A to be a finite resolution 
of A of minimal ength, and Q + B to be an analogous resolution of B. Lift 77 to a 
chain mapq : P + Q. The lift TI leads to the commutative ladder 
O+‘R$+~;‘~.* +[;Ext;&$R)+O 
O+Q;+Qf+ . . . + Q; + Ext;h(B, R) + 0 
of right-R-modules. As the modules Pj have been chosen to be finitely generated 
projective left-R-modules, the Pi* are finitely generated, projective right-R-modules. 
The top row is exact by the assumption that all Extk(A, R) are trivial (j # n) and 
by the definition of Exti(A, R). In other words, the top row is a finite resolution 
of ExtE(A, R), i.e. of A#. Of course, a similar argument applies to the bottom row. 
Notice also the maps {$& : 0 <j Gn) constitute a lift of q#. 
If the projective part of the above ladder is dualized once more, the original lift 
q : P + Q reappears. The claims of Theorem A amount to a straightforward interpre- 
tation of this fact. Specifically: For every n #j, one has Extk(A#, R) = 0 = Extk(B”, R). 
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Hence A# and B# are objects in CD i at?d ii” : B# +A# is a morphism in 9;. Next 
Exti(A’, R) z A and Exti(B#, R) s B, while Ext$(@, lR) = q. So the composite 
(-)b O (-)# is the identity on both the isomorphism classes of objects and mor- 
phisms. Repeat he argument with R replaced by ROP. It follows that (-)# and (-)b 
are mutual inverses. Finally, the assignments are easily checked to be (contravariant) 
functors. 1 
1.8. Corollary. If A belongs to R(D the endomorphism rings EndR (A) and End, (A#) 
are ring-anti-isomorphic. Moreover, for every central element z E R, the homothety 
a I+ za corresponds to the homothaty a# * a#z. 
Roof. The first assertion is clear, while the second follows from the observation that 
a homothety given by a central element z has a lift consisting of homotheties given 
again by z. 1 
1.9. Remarks. (i) A veiled version of Corollary 1.8 is to be found in [2] (p. 105, 
Theorem 5.4.1 (ii)). The present simple proof has been pointed out to me by D. Puppe. 
(ii) Corollary 1.8 implies an object A in Rq is properly decomposable precisely 
when A# is so. This result is of interest in situations where we know A, say, very well 
and seek information about A#. Examples of this type arise in connection with dua- 
lity groups (Section 4). 
2. Application I: R-sequences 
We assemble a few well-known facts on R-sequences. This is done for two reasons. 
The proofs we give illustrate how the machinery described in Section 1 can be put 
to work, while the results will serve as a basis when discussing torsion and completion 
functors (see Section 5). 
2. I. Definition. Let R be a commutative ring, and let M be an R-module. A sequence 
x1, .**y x, of elements of R is said to be an R-sequence on M if, for every i (1 G i G n) 
the homotheeyxi l of M/(x@ + . . . + xi_lM) induced by multiplication by xi is injec- 
tive, and if M# (xlM + . . . t xnM). (For i = 1, (x+W + . . . + x&4’) is to be interpreted 
as the trivial submodule of M.) In the special case where M = R, the expression “R- 
sequence on R” will be shortened to “R-sequence”. 
2.2. The following example is standard: R is the polynomial ring K[ yl, y2, ~3, . ..I 
over a commutative ring K in (possibly infinitely many) indeterminates ~1, ~2, . . . 
and M is taken 13 be R itself. Then any selection yil, . . . . yjn out of the set of inde- 
terminates constitutes an R-sequence. 
2.3. Our first goal is to prove that the cyclic module R/(x1 R + . . . + x,R) belongs to 
$3 n whenever x1, . . . . x,, is an R-sequence (on R). 
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Emma. Suppose M belongs to R g n and M is isomorphic with M#. Let x be an ele- 
ment of R inducing a homothety x*on M which is injective but not onto. 712en 
M/.X* M belongs to RcDn+l, and M/x l M is isomorphic with (M/x l M)#. 
Roof. Because R is commutative, x is central and hence (x l )# is again a homothety 
given by x (see Corollary 1.8). Since M# is isomorphic with M, the map (x 0)’ is also 
injective so that Lemma 1.5 (iii) applies. It guarantees that M/x l M is in Rq n+i and 
its proof shows that (M/x l &I’)# is isomc)rphic with M*/x l M*, i.e. with ?%!fx l IIf. 1 
Roposition. Let x 1, . . . , Xn be an R-sequence (on R). Then the cyclic module 
R/(X 1 R + . . . + xnR) belongs to RQ n. Moreover, R/(x ,R + . . . + x,,R) is’ isomorphic 
with (R/(xlR + . . . + x,R))#. 
hoof. Cleirly R is isomorphic with R# (= HOmR(R, R)) and belongs to R Q”. This 
allows to start an induction whose induction step is covered by the previous lemma. 1 
2.4. Remark. Proposition 2.3 is usually proved by means of a canonical resolution 
AK! of R/(xlR + . . . + x,R), called Koszul complex (cf. [8], p. 150, Theorem 4.2, and 
p. 159, Ex. 7). However, at this point there is hardly any extra bonus in doing so. 
We would like to mention that a proof in a vein similar to ours can be found in [ 133 
(p. 96, Theorem 1.7). 
2.5. Corollary. Let yl, . . . . yn and zl, .,., z, be R-sequences. Suppose theeideal 
R*y=Reyl+... + R l yn is contained in the ideal R l z = R l z1 + . . . + R l z,. Then 
the canonical projection n : R/R 9 y + R/R. z corresponds under (-)# to an injec- 
tive map I@ : R/R* z + R/R* y which induces an isomorphism 
Hom( 1,~“) : HomR(R/R l z, RfR l z) --) HomR(R/R l Z, R/R l y) . 
hoof. By the previous proposition R/R l y as well as R/R 9 z are objects in Rq n. 
Consider an arbitrary ma 
It corresponds under (-) L 
h : R/R* z + R/R l y. View it as a morphism in RqY. 
to a morphism A b : R/R. y + R/R l z. Because R - y is 
contained in R l cv L and R/R. y is a ring, the morphism Xb factors uniquely through 
the projection 7r, say X b - Q O 7~. Here r) is an endomorph&m of R/R l z. Under (-)* 
this factorization is transformed into n# O Q# = (A b)# = X. This shows that 
Hom( 1, n#) is bijective, which in turn implies n# is injective, R/R l z being a ring. 1 
2.6. In the remainder of Section 2 we shall compute the map n# : R/R l z -+ R/R l y 
in the special case where yi = x7 and Zi = xy. Here x1, . . . , x, is an R-sequence and 
Si , ti are natural numbers (2 1) with Si > tie We begin with two easy lemmata. 
2.7. Lemma. If a, x1, . . . . x, is an R-sequence on a module M,. then the homothety 
of MI(Mx, + . . . f Mx,) given by a is injective. 
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Roof. [ 121, p. 102, Exercise 11.1 
2.8. Lemma. If a, x1, . . . . xn and 6, x 1, . . . . x, are R-sequences on M, then ab, x 1, . . . , x, 
is an R-sequence on M. 
Roof. [ 123, p, 102, Exercise 12.1 
2.9. Proposition. Let a, x 1, . ..*. x, and b, x1, . . . . x, be R-sequences on M. Suppose M 
belongs to R Q m (for some m < w) and M is isomorphic with M#. Then both 
iW(a, x1, .*.p x,)M and M/(ab, x 1, . . . , x,,) M belong to R Q m w ‘I and the canonical 
projection 7f : M/(ab, . . . . xn) M + M/(a, . . . . x,)M corresponds under (--I# to the 
mapbe : M/(a, . . . . x,,)M+M/(ab, ..*, Xn)M induced by multiplication by b. 
Roof. By Lemma 2.8 the sequence ab, x 1, . . . . x, is also an R-sequence on M. Using 
repeatedly Lemma 2.3 it follows that both M/(a, x1, . . . . x,)M and M/(ab, xl, . . . . xn)M 
belong to Rq m+n+* and that M/(a, x1, . . . . x,)M is isomorphic with (M/(a, xk . . . . xn))#, 
and similarly for M/(ab, x1, .,“, xn). 
The remaining part of the claim is proved by induction on n. If n = 0, consider 
the diagram 
M, ab *M-------wM/ab=M 
It follows from the hypothesis that A@ is isomorphic with M, Lemma 1 .S (iii), 
Corollary 1.8 and Lemma 2.3, that this-diagram corresponds under (-)# to the 
diagram 
M, ab *M-----+M/ab*M 
Hence n# is visibly induced by multiplication by b. The induction step is even easier. 
For the commutative diagram 
M/(ab, . . . . xi) l M> “+I’ * M/(ab, . . . . xi> 8 M - M/(ab, . . . . Xj+l) l M 
I I I 
I n 7l 
xj> l M& M/(a, . . . . xj) =M -+ M/(u, l ... xj+l) l M 
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corresponds under (-)# to the commutative diagram 
M/(ab, . ..) xi)* M’ xi+1’ 
I 
pM/(ab, ,.., x~)-M-- 
) I 





M/(a, . . . . Xi> l _IM> M/(a, . . . . “i> l M- M/(a, . . . . Xj+l)'M . 
By induction hypothesis the left and the middle vertical arrow are induced by multi- 
plication by b. Hence the same is true for the right vertical arrow. ] 
2.10. Let x1, . . . . x,, be a sequence of elements of R. The set of’ all YL .tuples = (sl, . . . , s,,) 
of natural numbers (2 1) carries a canonical partial ordering, denoted by < . Each 
n-tuple s determines an ideal x7 l R + . . . +x2 l R, which will be denoted by xse 
Corollary. Let M belong to RQ m and let x1, . . . , x, be an R-sequence on M. Let t and 
s be n-tuple of natural numbers with t < s. Suppose M is isomorphic with M *. Then 
the folio wing statements are true : 
(i) The sequence x7, . . . . x2 is an R-sequence on M and fiI/xs l M belongs to 
R (a m+n. In addition, M/xs l M is isomorphic with (Ml.@ l M)? 
(ii) The canonical projection n : M/xs l M + Mfx t l M corresponds under (-)* 
t: th; map @ : M/x t - M + M/,rS l M induced’by multiplication by 
x1’ - 1. Gr-tn ““X, . 
Proof. (i) Easy induction based on Lemmata 2.8 and 2.3. 
(ii) Write n : M/xS* M ++ M/x’ l M as the composite of projections 
where u(i) is ?I; n-tuple (sl, . . . . sit Cli+l p .. . . tn). Note that ~2~1, .,., X$ and 
xsi+l - ti+l ’ 
i+l 9 xif+fP l ‘*9 x$ are both R-sequences on M/(xil, . . . . x7) l M and that (--)# 
transforms this module into an isomorphic opy of itself. Apply Proposition 2.9 
to each projection n(i). ] 
2.11. Clearly R is isomorphic with R# and belongs to R ~3 O. So the previous corollary 
specializes to 
Corollary. Let x1, . . . . x, be an R-sequence (on R). Let s and t be n-tuples of natural 
numbers (2 1) with t < s. lhen the canonical projection 7~ : R/xS --f R/x t corresponds 
under (-)# to the map n# : R/xt + R/xS induced by multiplication by the product 
S1-tl . ... . xsn-tn. 
x1 n II 
2.12. Remarks. (a) Corollary 2.11 can also be established by means of the Koszul 
complex (cf. [ 131, p. 110, Lemma 3.2). 
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(b) Corollary 2.11, in conjunction with Corollary 2.5, gives a short proof of a basic 
result in [ 131 (p. 100, Lemma 2.2). Indeed, let It denote the ideal xf*R + . . . +& l R 
(corresponding tothe constant n-tuple t = (t, . . . . t)). Let X* denote the map induced 
by multiplication by the product x1 l . . . l x,, and define L to be the colimit of the 
diagram 
R/II5 R/I+ . ..x’ Rl'iL R/I-.++ . . . 
over the directed set N. Fix now a natural number t and consider the k-fold iterated 
maps xk l : RfIt + R/&k (k rt Ins over N). They correspond by Corollary 2.11 to the 
canonical projections n : R/It+k + R/ft and induce by Corollary 2.5 isomorphisms 
(2 1) . HomR @II,, R/$1- HomR(R/$, R&k) . 
As R/It is finitely related (it even admits a finite resolution !), the functor 
HomR(R& -) : R%d + R mod commutes with direct limits. Therefore (2.1) 
produces, by passing to the colimit, an isomorphism 
R/It s EndR(R/lt)2; colimk (HomR(R/$, R/It+k))a Horn&?/It, L) , 
as asserted in Lemma 2.2 of [ 131. 
3. Duality relations 
Section 3 explains how duality relations, given in terms of natural isomorphisms 
between functors {Tor R ._*(D, -)} and (Exti(C, -)}, and objects in R qn are con- 
nected. 
3.1. Definition of CL Let C be an R-module and C* be its dual HomR (C, R). For 
every R-module M there is a canonical map 
u&V) : C* 6~~ M + HomR(C, M’) 
given by sending y@ m to the homomorphism (c + ;Y(c) . m), where y E C*, c E C 
and m EM. The map oc(4K) is natural in both arguments. If C is finitely generated 
projective, oc(-) : R%Ud -+h iS a natural isomorphism. 
3.2. Our first result relates objects in R(D to duality relations and reads as follows: 
‘Theorem B. Let n be a non-negative integer and let A be an object in RQ ? Then 
the canonical map o induces a natural isomorphism 
1 1 CJ O<j<n ’ (T o$$(A#, -))a (Exti(A, -)) 
between connected sequences of firnctors from R3n od to SQ b . 
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Ifq: A +BisamorphisminR~ n, there arises a commutative square 
I u I c7 
{Extj;(A, -)} w {Extj;(B, -)) 
of natural transformations between connected sequences of functors. 
3.3. Roof. I&f A be an object in @ n. Choose a finite resolution P + A of A of 
minimal ength. The canonical map CJ gives rise to a commutative ladder 
P;e, - - . ..- P*@ n R- 
HOm#$, -) - HOmR(P1, -) - . ..- HOIllR(P,, -) 
of natural transformations. Its horizontal maps are understood to be induced by the 
differentials of the resolution P + A. Since each Pj in P *A is finitely generated, 
the vertical maps are bijective. The complex 
PO* I +P* -+ . ..+p* n 
is the projective part of a resolution of A# (cf. Subsection 1.7). Hence the homology 
groups of the upper complex of the ladder are the torsion functors Torf_ .+(A ‘, -)= 
The homology groups of the lower complex are the extension functors Exti(A, -). 
The isomorphisms 01: Torf$ (A#, -) + Extk(A, -) commute with the connecting 
homomorphisms because the original map u9(-) is natural in both arguments. 
Now let q : A + B be a morphism in R CD n. Pick finite resolutions P + A and 
Q + B of minimal ength and lift r) to a chain map q : P + Q. There results for every 
j (0 \< j < n) a square of natural transformations 
I 0 I u 
HOmR(pi, -) 
Hom(qj, 1) 
- HomR(Qj, -) l 
It commutes. These squares, together with the differentials induced by those in P 
and Q, constitute a commutative, thre8 dimensional diagram. Pass to homology. 1 
3.4. The following corollary gives ome ins@ into the restrictions imposed on a 
module that belongs to RQ . 
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Clorollary. Let A belong to R 0 5 If M is a module of flat dimension m, then 
E&A, M) is zero for all j < n - m. 
In particular, A admits no non-trivial map into a module of flat dimension <n, 
and every extension of M by A splits if the flat dimension of M is strictly less than 
n- 1. 
Proof. Use Theorem B and the fact that To&A*, M) is zero when the flat dimen- 
sion of A4 is less than k. 1 
3.5. Applicatkn. Let K be a commutative ring with an identity element. Consider 
the generalized free product G = G, *s G2 of groups G, and G, having S as their 
intersection_ There exists an associated short exact sequence 
e 
( ) 
(3 1) . O+KGc+C -=(KGBQ K)@(KG@(;, K)-=K+O 
([ 151, p. 592, Lemma 2.1). All maps labelled e are induced by the identity of KG X K. 
Assume that K belongs to KC(Dn and that (3.1) splits. Then KG@GI K or KGQ,K 
must contain a copy of the G-trivial module K. This is only possible if either G = G1 
(and S = G,) or G = G, (and S = G,). Thus Corollary 3.5 implies the following dimen- 
sion restrictiorl, discovered by Bieri--Eckmann ([S], p. 474, Theorem 5.3; sze also the 
discussion of duality groups in Section 4). 
Corollary. If G = G 1 *s G2 is a non-trivial generalized free product and K beIongs to 
K(; (D li, then the flat dimension of ,K (i.e. the homological dimension of S) equals 
II- 1 orn. ] 
3.6. We turn now to a converse of Theorem B. 
Theorem C. Let n be a non-negative integer, Ca non-zero left-R-module and D a 
non-zero right-R-module. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) For every j (0 < j < n) the functors Tor,R_i(D, -) and Ex&C, -) are natu- 
ral@ isomorphic as functors from R3t%a d into d b . 
(ii) The module C belongs to Rq n and- D is isomorphic to C#. 
(iii) The module D belongs to Q i and C is isomorphic to D b. 
3.7. Proof. (i) *(ii) If the extension functors Ext#C, -) are naturally isomorphic 
with torsion functors they commute with direct limits. Hence the module Cadmits 
a resolution which is finitely generated in each dimension (see [7], p. 130, Corollary 
or [ 141). If the groups Exti(C, R) are computed by means of the duality relation, 
it is clear they all vanish except Exti(C, R), which is Z-isomorphic with D@R R s 1). 
It follows that C is an object in $Dn and that C# is Fisomorphic with D (C is by 
assumption on-trivial). But as the functors Exti(C, -) and DeR - are naturally 
isomorphic, C’” and D are also isomorphic as right R-modules (consider the homo- 
theties lP of R). The converse is part of Theorem B. 
(i) * (iii) If the torsion functors Tof(D, -) are naturally isomorphic with exten- 
sion functors they commute with products. Hence the right-R-module D admits a 
resolution which is fmi ]$ p. 76, Proposition 
~eft~~~n~~du?e. Ther  exists 
solution which is 
e left hand side, when computed by 
cause I) admits a re- 
follows from Theorem I3 that Horn, 
(ii) _ (iii) is part of Theorem A. 0 
vial in dimensions 
belongs to #I a* It now 
4. Application II: duality groups 
Duality groups in the sense of Bieri-Eckmann 131 as well as inverse duality groups 
(see [ 21, p. 105) are characterized in terms of objects in K&D . 
4.1. Abtution. Let K be a commutative ring with an identity element and let C be a 
group. kt KG denote the associated group algebra. The group algebra will play the 
role of the previously unspecified ring R. The symbols ExtiG(-, -) and Tor f”(---, -- ) 
will be cantracted to Exti(-, -) and Torf(-, -). The K-module K will be viewed 
as a (left QP right) KG-module with trivial action (i.e. each operator g 
the identity an K). 
4.2. Refinitian (cf@ [3], p. 105). A group 6‘ is said to be a uahty group of dimension 
11 (over K) if there exists a right=KG-module D n element 4 in Tor$‘D, K) such 
that the capproduct with 4 induces for every j j < II) a natural isomsrphism 
Y - : Exth(K, - ) z Tw,~;_~(K. De+ --) 
between functors from K(; into K . (FOP M a left-KG-module, the K- 
module DaK M is turned into a left-KG-module by setting go (d@ ~2) = Crg-t @ wl, 
where g E G, d E D and 01 E M This action is referred to as “diagonal”.) 
4.3. Our analysis of duality grou 
nection between the functors (T 
osition descriibil c) the con- 
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Proposition. Let G be a group and D a right-KG-module. Then the families of func- 
tar:; {Torf(D, -)>i,, resp. {To$(K, Da K -))i< w are naturally isomorphic pre- 
cisely when D is K-flat (qua K-module). If so, both families are connectedsequences 
of ftmctors. 
Proof. The functors DQ - : &Kod + K%od and K@G (DQ -) : KG%0 d + 
+ K %od are isomorphic without any restriction on D. If M is an arbitrary K-module, 
the KG-module D% K( ‘“KG QpK M) diagonal action) is KG-isomorphic with 
&KGB~ (DaK M) (single action). Since every KG-projective resolution of K is K- 
split, the groups Tor]F(K, D@K (KG@K M)) are trivial in positive dimensions. The 
groups Tor?(D, KGQ IV), on the other hand, are trivial for i >O precisely when D 
is K-flat. dnce the family (Tor?(K, DB K -)) and the connected sequence of satel- 
lites {Tory(D, -)} can only be /somorphic if D is K-flat. But if D is so, {Tor?(K, Da, -)) 
is also a connected sequence of satellites. The conclusi,on ow follows from /he uni- 
queness Lf satellites. g
4.4. Thanks to Proposition 4.3 the functors {To$_,(K, DQB~ -)} appearing in the 
definition of a duality group can be replaced by the functors {Torf_*(D, -)}. If 
this replacement is carried out, it becomes pittent hat every duality group G gives 
rise to a duality relation (in the sense of the p~ious section). By Theorem C the 
G-trivial module K belongs therefore to KG(Z) n. In addition,, K” iS K-flat. COnVerSely, 
these two properties characterize duality groups, as has bF;en established by Bieri- 
Eckmann. (Theorem 4.5 in [3] treats only the case K = 2, but the generalization to 
arbitrary K is straightforward; see also Theorem 5.5.1 in [2].) For convenience we 
restate the preceding observations as a theorem. 
Theorem. Let K be a commutative ring with an identity element and let G be a group. 
77ten G is a duality group of dimension n (over K) if, and only if, the G-trivial module 
K belongs to KGQn and K# is K-flat. ] 
4.5. Poincar? duality, duality and inverse duality groups. (In what follows K is chosen 
to be 2.) Let G be a group and N Q G be a normal subgroup of index at most two. 
I_& Y denote the_endofunctor f ZG %U d which transforms aZG-module M into 
the ZG-module M, having the same underlying ZN-module structure but being acted 
by an element goutside N according to the rule g o % = -g%. Note Y is an involu- 
tion. 
A group G is said to be a Poincar8 duality group of dimension (over 2) if it has 
a normal subgroup N Xl G of index at mo$ two such that for every i (0 <i +n! 
the functors Exti,<n M) and To&(Z, M) are naturally isomorphic (as functors 
from ZG%Ud into& ). 
The definition of a Poincard uality group can be reformulated in two different 
ways, admitting both a straightforward generalization. On the one hand, the endo- 
functors Y : &#b(j3 can be viewed as the operation which transforms amodule 
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M into Z@, M (diagonal action), or what amounts to the same, as transforming M 
into ExtE(Z, ZG)@, M (Again diagonal action; Ext@, ZG) is to be taken with its 
canonically induced right-G-module structure.) The last formulation makes sense 
even when ExtE(Z, ZG) is not infinite cyclic, and leads to the concept of a duality 
group. On thz other hand, the operation ^ =’ can also be interpreted as changing M 
i@o Horn@, M), or equivalently, as making it into HomZ(Ext$(Z, ZG), AZ’). (Here 
Z and E&(Z, ZG) are to be considered as left-G-modules and the G-action on 
Hom,(Z, M) resp. Homz(ExtE(Z, ZG), Al) is understood to be diagonal.) The last 
formulation, when generalized, leads to the concept of an inverse duality group. Ex- 
plicitly: 
4.6. Definition. A group G is said to be an inverse duality group of dimension  
(over K) if for every j (0 <j < n) the functors Ext&(K, HomK(ExtE(K, KG), -)) 
and Tar’ n_i(K, -) are naturally isomorphic (as functors from KG%vd into KcRod ). 
4.7. The notion of an inverse duality group is compared with the notion of objects 
in CD,? in the next theorem. We preface it by an easy proposition (paralleling Propo- 
sition 4.3), but omit the proofs. 
Proposition. Let G be a group and Ca left-KG-module. Then the families of functors 
(Ext>(C, -)) and {ExtG(K, HomK(C, -))} are naturally isomorphic precisely when 
C is K-projective. If this happens, both families are co --?ected sequences of functors. 1 
Theorem (cf. [6], or [9], p. 190, Corollary 2). Let K be a commutative ring with an 
identity element and let G be a group. i?&en % is an inverse duality group of dimen- 
sion n (over K) if, and only 
if Kb is K-projective. 1 
if, the G-trivial right-KC-module K belongs to Q ;G and 
5. Application III: direct limits of objects in (D 
For n a fixed non-negative integer and functors ‘))I : o + R W resp. ‘8 : ~1) + CD:, 
the functors 
(Exti(colim ‘8, -)) resp. (Torf (colim %, -)) 
are studied. The obtained results are used to generalize two main results of [ 131 
(Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 5.7). __ 
CA. General results 
5.1. Notation. Let R be a ring with an identity element, IZ a non-negative integer, 
$J a directed set and G) the directed set of the non-negative integers. If 91 : G) + RcD [* 
is a (covariant) functor we denote by ‘%# : mop -+ ‘Di the functor given by setting 
~~#(j)=\2[(j)~and’~#(jcjt 1) =%(j+j t 1)‘. For 
functor, we define in a similar fashion a functor % b : 
‘% : 2 + ‘Di a (covariant) 
2 Op -, R 9 n. 
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5.2. The first main result of Section 5deals with the functors 
It reads: 
{TorF(colim 3, --)). 
Theorem D. Let R be a ring with an identity element, n a non-negative integer, $) a 
directed set und let 8 : $? + C?J l be a firnctor. If the eolimit of’ $8 in R% 
trivial, the following claims hold: 
(i) The flat dimension of colim % is n. 
(ii) Tor:(colim 8, I) is trivial for every injective module I and every k # n. 
(iii) The right derived functors of the functor colim HomR( 8 b, -) 
M -- colimi HOmR(ab(j), M) 
are naturally isomorphic with {Tort_ ,(colim (8, -)). 
5.3. Remark. If 9 is an arbitrary directed set, the process of taking colimits of func- 
tors 6 : 9 +sQb gives rise to an exact functor from A6 into db. As a conse- 
quence the functors (colim Exti( &OP, -)l constitute a connected sequence when- 
ever Q”P is a functor from pop to ,%od. Statement (iii) of Theorem D claims 
that in case gOP takes values in RQ * (for some n), the functors {colim Ext#OP, -)} 
can be expressed more neatly as {Torf_, (L, -)}. Here L denotes a certain colimit. 
5.4. Proof. (i) If colim 8 is non-trivial there xists an index j such that the canonical 
map$%( j) -+ colim 8 is non-zero. Corollary 3.5 then guarantees that the fl?t dimen- 
sion of colim ‘$J is at least n. The opposite inequality issupplied by the fact that the 
torsion functors commute with direct limits ([8], p. 100). 
(ii) Because the torsion functors commute with direct limits, Torf(colim’%, M) 
is isomorphic with colimi Tor$(!( j), 44’) for arbitrary k and M By Theorem Beach 
$a( j) satisfies duality relations Tor&@( j), M)s Exti-R(%( j) b, M’). The claim is 
thus seen to be a consequence of the fact that ExtR n4 7 I) is trivial for I injective (.,
and k # n. 
(iii) We again rely on Theorem Band the fact that torsion functsrs commute with 
direct limits, but we also use the assumption that all\@(j) have the same dimension. 
Firstly Theorem Bsays every map% (j -+ j’) gives rise$to a commuting square 
IExti_ *(@( j) b, _)) Ext(:Y(j4j’) ‘*I) 
* (Exti-*(!a( j’) ‘, -)} 
of natural transformations between connected sequences of functors. If we put all 
these squares together, we obtain a natural isomorphism X between diagrams of
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e claim now follows by somposing 
*eolim {Tori((%, -)). 
s333nd main re ult of Section 5, we recall some facts about 
(cdim !!I, --) --, lim 
a small category and 9.l : $) + R %d a (covatiant) functor. The canonical 
is a natural isomorphism. But this is no longer true for fik (k >O), even if 
we require 9 to be a directed set. The breakdown is caused by the homology process 
which does not commute with inverse limits. I-+- 
canonical maps flk fit into short exact sequences 
tver, for 9i : GJ + ,‘%d the 
(5.2) 
ark 
0 + lim’ Ext~?(Q. -) - 
pk 
Exti(colim 9, -)- lim Extk,(%, -) -+ 0 
of natural transformations. Here limt denotes the first derived functor of the left 
exact functor lim : R%d mop -+ #ad. (In case the directed set 2 does not admit 
a cofinal sequence, (5.2) can be replaced by a spectral sequence whose C+erm,s are 
limp Exti-P@, -).) 
For further details and proofs we refer the reader to [ 1 l] (see in particular: p. 12, 
Proposition 2.1; p. 9, Th6orkme 1.8 and p. 35, Thkorkme 4.2). However, all one must 
know in order to understand Theorem E and its application, is the fact that lirnl 
vanishes on diagrams mop + ,wod being made up of surjertille maps, and the exis- 
tence of (5.2). 
5.6. Qur second main result deals with the functors (Ext&olim 3(, )) and goes 
like this: 
Theorem t R be a pi,ig with art ideritity element, na non-negative integer and 
$4 : w + a fumtor. 1 the co&nit of 9, taken irr R%u d , is non-trivial, the 
folkowing strttenients are trcre : 
(i) The projective dimension of colim ‘II is 17 or n + 1. 
(ii) Exti(colim a, F) is trivial for every free module F and even’ k f n or n + 1. 
For k = II, the groups Extt (colim ‘II, F) and lim 8r S BR Fare isomorphic, 
while Extg” (colim !?I , -) is mturd/y isomorphic h&h lim ’ % * BR -. 
(iii) if pd, COh !!I eql4dS n, the left derived furtctors Of h !21= BR - are nattl- 
ra& isomorphic with the connected sequence (Exti- *(colim 94, -j). 
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5.7. Proof. (i) The first statement of Theorem D guarantees that th,: flat dimension 
of colim !!( equals n and so implies the inequality n < pdRcolim % The short exact 
sequence (5.2), on the other hand, supplies the estimate pd, colim ti < supi{pdR 91(j)} + 1 
= n + 1, which establishes the opposite inequality. 
(ii) The duality relations, as expressed in Theorem B, allow to rewrite the short 
exact sequence (5.2) like this: 
O+lim’To~+l_*(%#,-)z a-% Exti(colim’U,-)L -2 limTor,_,(@,-)+O. 
The claim is a straightforward interpretation of this sequence. 
(iii) We use the axiomatic haracterization f left derived functors. The zerofh 
left derived functor of lim $a#@ R- is the unique functor agreeing on free modules 
witii lim %#@R - and being right exact. Now Exti(colim %, -) is right exact by 
assumption and agrees on free modules by (ii) with lim %%R -. Hence it is the 
desired functor. Next Extnek R (colim %, -) vanishes on free modules for positive k 
(again by (ii)). Finally (Ext”R_ *(colim 8, -)) is visibly a connected sequence. 1 
5.B. Generalization of two results of Matlis 
5.8. Torsion and completion functors. For an application of Theorem D and Theo- 
rem E we return to the set-up of Section 2. Thus R is commutative, I an ideal gener- 
ated by an R-sequence and R/I the module under consideration. 
More specifically, let x$ . . . . 
ideals Ij = R l ~ij) + . . . 
~(1) be a sequence of R-sequences such that the 
+ R l xy) f:rm a descending chain 
(54 2 . . . . 
The torsion functor associated with (5.4) takes an R-module M to the submodule 
(5 5) . I’(~=~mEMithereexistsj<~with1~*m=O), 
and a map Q[ : M + M’ to its restriction alrvM) : I’(M) + I?(M’). The functor I’ is co- 
variant and left exact. It can be rewritten as a direct limit, namely 
(n($* 
dim {HOmR(R/~o, -) - HomR(R/ll, -) --) l ** --) HOmR(R/$, -) 
cni>* 
l . . . 1, 
where nj : R/Ii+1 + R/Ij denotes the canonical projection. We aim at computing the 
right derived functors of I’. To this end, we define a covariant functor $2 : w + RQ N 
by setting ‘u(j) = R/Ij (= (RfIj)) and ‘%( j + j + 1) = nr : R/II + RfIj+l. By Corollary 
2.5 the maps n? are all injective so that colim 91 is certainly non-zero. The hypotheses 
of Theorem D are therefore satisfied and we can infer that the right derived functors 
of I’ are naturally isomorphic with the connected sequence {Tor:_,(colim 9! ,‘---)}. 
This is the promised generalization of Theorem 3.7 in [ 131 
5.9. The completion functor associated with (5.4) takes an R-module M to the in- 
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verse limit 
(5.6) A(M) I...*M;~+~-M-))MJ~~-M*...-uM/~~-M~M/~~-M), 
and a map 01: M -tM’ to the obvious map induced between the limits. The functor 
A is covariant , sends a surjection to a surjection, but it is not right exact. The defini- 
tion of A can be rewritten as 
(nj) * 
lim t... *R/Ij+l @R -- RfIj~R - --), l -• *R/Io@R - 1 
where Irj again denotes the canonical projection. We propose to compute the left 
derived functors of A. Choose the functor \)I: o + RQ n as above. Its colimit is non- 
zero and so of projective dimension , or y1+ 1 (Theorem E (i)). Since all the natural 
tMlSfOrIllatiOIlS 7l" 8 1 :R/lj+l@R - -*R/ljBR -are Onto, the fUllCtOr 
lim’ f... ~R/5.+l~R - "RfIj~R - *-.- *R/IoaR -) 
is identically zero. By part (ii) of Theorem E this implies that pd, colim )21 isn. So 
the third part of Theorem E applies. It states that the left derived functors of A are 
naturally isomorphic with the connected sequence (Exti-*(colim 91, -)). This re- 
sult generalizes Theorem 5.7 in [ 131. 
5.10. E’pilogue. The two preceding subsections explain how the right derived functors 
of the torsion functor I’ and the left derived functors of the completion functor A can 
be expressed by means of the colimit of thd; diagram 
If the ideals are given explicitly, one might wish to determine these maps IQ% This 
problem has been solved in Section 2 for the case where all the ideals Ij are of the 
form 
R . g,(j) 
1 +R-x2 
s*(D + s,W . ..+R-x. . 
Here x,, . . . . x, is an R-sequence and the exponents &j), . . . . sJ j) are natural numbers 
(2 1) with s,(j) < si( j + 1). The maps 7ry are then simply given by multiplication by 
the products 
s1U+l)--s10’). 
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